
portrait. There I resurrected many friends like Daniel Peltz from the states, who told me that he really used my work as an example to his students in Providence, then I met my old art director
Mats who wants to have me for dinner and so is with Arjanna Kajfes, good old friends from the time of Ars Electronica. There were some old students of mine there too with whom I
reconnected... things starts rolling in this respect. With Cristina, the German American curator, I had quite some nice discussions, she seems quite open and we have much to talk about although
sometimes it feels that the good intentions are all the time there but they don't go anywhere in the long run with electronic communication. Now I am on the commuter train heading home and
might have to do some reading but I ought to acknowledge that I am certainly less confused now that I keep away from all that going through written words. I also woke up with the feverish idea
of splitting my apartment and just living in one room renting all the rest, crazy but I ought to have means to survive in the future so will see.

I indulged in sleeping today but finally I had to wake up and get ready for the performance Mikael, Henrik and I did for five consecutive hours in a big art fair in town. We were rather cool, a bit
like heroes doing something daring but all the equipment and the masks we were (I had a gas mask to which half of a telephone was connected so that people could hear my recording of
thoughts) all that made it rather challenging. Possibly because of the masks though we were in fact most daring in approaching and talking to people. I did not hesitate to make several
connections, particularly in other continents where I intend to carry on my scientific experiments. As far for those I got much clearer today, seating in the office later and planning less like a
Napoleon this time a plan in which I will analyze the making of personal archives in three different third world countries and the reading of my archive in three developed countries... les plus
facil! As I kept totally pure in the last months, I have strange feeling possessing me, I guess a battery charged full with love sparkling out of my art making but also I guess directed to girls... I
don't wanna push anything or be indiscreet this time though, I let circumstances to decide and I go obviously a bit with them when the opportunity presents itself. Iveta, a Latvian sociologist, left
her mark... I might pop by and say hi tomorrow at the university, after some good training. Now I feel rather done for the day after being strapped on a gas mask for hours!

Lamin got back really late in the night and woke me up once again... and ironically I lent him my metro card to go out. I feel then I might as well move on with my plan of dividing the apartment
and renting most of it out while keeping myself in a single room. One feels a bit like Stendhal as described by Auerbach (I really start to enjoy his reading of realism in literature), a Stendhal
forced in exile after a beautiful beginning, an aristocracy he can only regain in his poverty, given the instability of his period of time. I feel a bit just the same although I would not really like to
end up a womanizer and die of syphilis (or better due to the wrong medical treatments to cure it). Anyhow, today, or better, tonight I have edited my work and also all the documentation taken
during our yesterday masked performance. Mikael and Henrik really loved it. I then sat for hours on a mendatory feminist seminar, really not appreciating the attitude of the gender scholars
getting most angry against white men, what that fuck... what am I to do? can't really change skin nor sex nor I see it is the only major discrimination one should talk about recurrently as seminars.
What about the discrimination of genius and creativity in academic environments? What about cyborgs? What about everything else? Luckily Auerbach was on my side, and we my leg crossed,
barefoot on the chair I have managed to read quite many pages, at the very corner of the seminar room (where tonight I had a dream I was beaten by  the symbol of feminist
dictatorship). Mikael also called me that he wishes me to promote me further, setting up an exhibition and so forth. Without him I would have stopped exhibiting in the first place... now I have
been downloading more stuff to proceed on with my meta part of the project... feeling quite up to date. I did manage not to read quite allot of the mandatory stuff and just concentrate on what I
wanted. Julia, a Russian Bulgarian candidate who is now pregnant, shares also a bit of my feeling... the marathon of reading and lectures has just made us even more confused. Selection is the
only way out of the avalanche and this is really all my operandi is about!   

Awoke really early again, my back being stiff and myself most sensitive to the sound of the newspaper delivery boy. I stood up to do all my usual Archive updates but did not go to bed after that.
I instead wrote small paper on Auerbach (I have really enjoyed him, quite a noble and broad figure) and then went to work before every one (yesternight I left after everyone) and solved some
banking related stuff (which reminds me that I ought to renew my credit card tomorrow with all the traveling I have ahead). I then went to work quite hard in the gym, resuming the yoga I have
learned from my American girlfriend ten years ago, which I had to stop because of my back problems, this together with my Chinese gymnastic and then much boxing (I here remembered that I
have to jell slightly every time I punch to be more effective) and bodybuilding... all the physical training I can master and even I did figure out a way to do the measuring of my running on a
machine, as I have stopped that with the snow and the slight fever I have got last time I have ran. I was then back in my little office designing my dissertation work and getting quite good insights
at how to carry out the experiments. For me the design really matters, as much as it matters that all the parts are equally well proportioned, almost as an art work, a painting with a geometric
design behind it, nine studies with a male and a female participant each, evolving in type of media, age and culture. I really love this kind of geometrical base onto things but will also have to
defend it quite hard against all this brutal loose planners of academia, diversity is anyway the big key! I will now have August for a whole week. Liselott went off somewhere without specifying
anything. It stresses me a bit not to be alone in the evening and being able to do my work in peace as I got used to, particularly with all the video-game and music kids play nowadays. I wouldn't
mind anything else but the weather here really confines to a small domestic environment where one usually is drawn in all these mass media temptations. It would be already a big achievement if
I could have my kid now to avoid all that evening junk he got so much used of...    

A day in the island of the eclectics,  where my ex and son live, now that she is go on vacation somewhere and I am here taking up my old housewife role. My kid is doing loads of progress at
school though, he can read and count... a good start after so much of an out of the box education traveling and living around the world before the socially forced enslavement. We saw a bit of
Ermanno Olmi's film "L'Alberto degli Zoccholi", and there too the kid was forced out of the family to walk far everyday to school. One really realizes the necessity of a united family in these
circumstances and the destruction of such unity in the modern circumstances. They certainly had a tough life back in those days (I am actually never comparing myself so much to a farmer but
rather to a shepherd but anyone, my farming experiment failed because I was left alone and there was no one there to support me). I am not naive though to say either that progress brought good
things to them, they just lived in their ignorance as we now live in our ignorance, enslaved by other masters and probably even more frustrated, physically at least while mentally abused. For that
today, as I was fusing thinking of my dissertation plan, I did take a long walk to the bank and the supermarket, yet I could not get away from thinking about my coming years, how to plan out
things as some sort of a coherent composition, mapping out all the elements of a subject rather then focusing pedantically on a tiny bit, I await big and bad reactions... now I ought to leave the
laptop to my kid who is impatient to play video-games with his other friends on-line...

A simple and pleasant day. Life seems more ordered and tranquil my kid and I without all the indiscipline of his mother watching movies till late and totally being unscheduled and unregulated.
Talking about discipline instead, we go to bed really early and wake up early, then both going our social way, August to school and me to work. I did manage also to do allot of training, Asian
ritualistic stretching, boxing and weight lifting (some feminists have for sure prohibited to have too heavy weights in the gym), but also now running on a machine and getting back with my
tracing the heart beat project. Body exercises of the kind are really inspiring for the mind and I got quite some more insights to ultimately structure the framework of my dissertation in a quite
tight matrix. I cannot work otherwise, I ought to have this underlying geometry to completely map, even if generally,  my subject of study (in reality it can be more of a way to device a
mechanism that can run for a while). Later on I set by myself in the lecture room drawing on the board my diagram and then reading some Ginzburg for a seminar I need to present after the
weekend. Now I am home with August again and the sun  seems to have reappeared after many gray days. My step grandmother, the last surviving elder of the family, Nonna Bruna, is now
dying. I shall remember the short time together, a time in which I was into painting and experimenting in the studio of her recently dead husband, Nonno Gianni, the orphan son of a beautiful
woman from my mountain village and an Northern African soldier, a humanist who went mad but anyway left me a bit of an intellectual inheritance, namely the book I have that where otherwise
going to be thrown. Nonna Bruna, a rather impulsive and uneducated woman, was also the daughter of a woman who was repudiated by her father, an important aristocrat, after having procured
the death of his wife with her birth. With a mixture then since the father of Bruna was just a plain carpenter, from whom the family have inherited the Rialto wooden workshop, now 

 beloved apartment. Life is in fact a great deal of such a mixture, and yet Gianni and Bruna did not love each other, a conventional wedding I suppose, another wedding of endurance
(are all wedding of such kind? are we doom to love someone and then exhaust our love in need for something else? in that case my life-project is full of lovers which I keep on add on and yet I
guess  had a point when he told me that a wedding make sense only if there is a plan, and what a plan I have, what a drive!). So far as for remembering Nonna Bruna, but I guess I
also have to add the fact that life is funny indeed since I did not get anything from my natural parents but all I have seems to be coming again from these alien grandparents like possibly Nonna
Bruna's apartment, according to  later promise, really much out of my familiar connotations, in a neighborhood of cement built condominiums... where I ought to be careful not to
go mad like Gianni!     

A day working quite intensively on the computer with all the concentration now I get at the jym but then getting off of it a bit fused at noon and picking up my son. The weather was quite
pleasant, no cold wind blowing and some nice day light. It can certainly be worst and we made the most out of it going by train to the center of town and once again crossing it in its entirety,
through the park and the tunnel and the Chinese stop and the Japanese restaurant where my son wanted the milk tea he used to drink in China with some black pearls inside, that was his driving
motif. I have to acknowledge that he was very condescendent and we had quite some fun, also let our intuition ahead and discovering in a very nice new passage by the railroad and then along
the edge of the south of town, with beautiful views on the water. Really lovely and really energizing experience for the two of us, filled with energy, away from all the technological consumption.
Åsmund, my old Norwegian classmate who in the first place has found me job at the art academy here in Stockholm some years ago, has paid really dear for such a location, buying an apartment
with his Japanese wife for six times more than mine, and not even woking in the city... this is crazy! Enslaved for life with huge loans, crazy! On the contrary, I am trying to get an income out of
my property, not an outcome, living my life in total anxieties... they were in fact visibly anxious. It was his birthday, we ate some pizza and left in the desolated night with the snow falling... I
think we made it an unexpected memorable day, as we can when alone which gives me hope to think that there will be more of those. August is really nice with me these days, hugging and
caressing my beard, not really bothering about his mother, for now and for limited time just mine... willing to absorb every part of me.

A warmer day but I felt a little down from the start spending time to plan how to make my life totally essential, with just one room to live in, my only base with everything, a tiny bathroom and a
tiny kitchen. It seems a bit hard though to get the help of others and I have a feeling I might get everything done myself, although the plumbing might be a bit of an issue. I went out with my kid
and forced his little Ethiopian classmate out to play with him... the Scandinavian weather can really hibernate folk in their caves of apartments yet for me it is more a matter of not being enslaved,
have no expenses but on the contrary be able to travel and this is why I don't either want to get into production with my work as it feels that all the stuff I will accumulate to make the exhibition,
will  hinder my nomadic freedom. Talking of which,  I have read some nice reflections by Carlo Ginzburg concerning minor details  into for instance,  a painter as much revealing of his
psychological profile, details which are also at the base of human narrativity, which, in his fascinating view, links back to hunters' societies and their searching for clues in order to proceed in
their everyday hunting, or I would say better nomadic adventures. I will write a small paper about it tomorrow as I try to keep out of computers now for some time and be out instead as I did
today with my kid after building a sled hill in the courtyard for hi and his friend and after having taking him out on an hunting excursion, going through the forest partially damaged by a storm
and finally finding our pride, the supermarket where we did grocery. The shopping bags, I guess, in this case, have been the animals we have killed and brought home. For now we start thinking
more and more of maybe doing some little graffiti here and there, reproduce some of my drawings in the ugly cemented ambitions of the previous generations but again there is the dilemma the
Gunzburg and Lao Tsu and many other brought forward, venture or not venture? I am very sensitive about this sort of stuff, I feel and sense the ground like an hunter and I suppose for now I will
venture to build myself a shelter (my kid is building one in front of my eyes under his desk), and rent out my surplus so that I can live of essence.   

A very beautiful sunny Sunday, the first in weeks. I still felt quite down but then a simple walk with my kid behind his school and a small fire and then a walk on the frozen lake with the sun
slightly burning our chicks and the birds and the wild vegetation really improved my mood quite much. We then laid on the snow until my summer pants got sort of wet and we got home again. I
have started writing a paper I will present tomorrow and a phone call from  who just lost his mother this morning, really sort of touched me. It is always so much brighter to write at
such moments of departures in life, we are so much closer to our heart. I guess this is a state I kept on re-enhancing throughout the course of my tiny existence. With my kid is all very well, he
started showed me allot of sudden love which was always and only directed to his mother, despite all my sacrifices for him. Now we are just very good buddies without the every day frustration
of a gray existence. Yet I also feel how short life is, or at least how further I have already gotten. I did not want to spoil the day with any TV watching or computer works or anything. I already
spent the day organizing quite successfully the day after tomorrow. We will have a van then and I plan to get most of the material I need to build an extra apartment in my already small
apartment. I just feel it is a needed step to guarantee my supervisor, a  base that can sustain itself in the first place economically as the property of an aristocrat (yet what a difference!). We
happened thought to watch a movie (if I was without the kid I would have been out to sunset, making the most of this brilliant day, a present from God)... a movie I told August about already, the
life of an arrogant man waking up in the same day, over and over, in a beautiful crescendo of wonderfully staged event, really lovely American comedy with all the right Calvino's features
(multiplicity, lightness etc.). I will try to put my kid early to bed, tomorrow is work for me and after-school for him... His mother will call, it was really lovely without all her lazy habits!  

I am surrounded with kids, the neighbours playing with my kid and getting me in the center of all their war games, which I let them playing without prohibition. I did so with my kid and now he
seems in full control of his violent instincts and doesn't need to play any violent games either. I woke up in the middle of the night and I must have been awake now for more then seventeen
hours, with a presentation I had to prepare for work and all my project to update. In reality I am always rather on time for the academic assignment and writing and reading it is not a problem,
although I have to say that today I realized that I no longer want to present y reading. I was going to talk about the historical focus on the analysis of details, it went really good as I spoke and
improvised but then went quite in default mode when I started reading my writings. I think I won't do that anymore and rather attempt to lecture spontaneously without additional text. I have sort
of enjoyed the fragmented style known as micro-history. I think I am much in that style myself, without knowing it was a style or method as we try to analyze in class. Anyhow, the professors I
felt I had some problems with, gave me good written feedbacks on my weekly papers, I don't know that if she does that with everyone but  do have a tendency to try to drag anything to what I am
interested to talk about, personal archiving in the age of digital reproduction, attempts to rescue the very potential of a disappearing human existence through the very medium which threatens it.
The battery is dying, kids are screaming and tomorrow is an intense day now that after much hesitations I have decided to invest my first savings to decrease my living space and guarantee a it of
an income for my future... as Franklin said in his autobiography, it is better little money regularly that allot all of a sudden!

What a day! Woke up again really early, did all the project update and extra editing of my time with Pyotr the Russian friend and of  in Canada. I really, deeply felt that all we are both
trying to do is to reestablish the house and patriarchism that the wars have erased, namely just a house and some land in nature. He did manage, somehow, at his end of his days, yet his ideal of a
ranch in the deep American south is still far, he does not take any initiatives, he is totally blocked. I have certainly unblocked myself for at least today. With my super patient kid we took a van
and drove to many warehouses where I had already plan to buy doors and wood and bathroom and kitchen stuff to build my small tiny essential unit, the living experiment has officially started.
Half of my room to live in and half a showcase... This is really me. It was a bit depressing in the pretentious shopping malls but the rough warehouse were great the more we approached the
southern retro guard, the suburb which will one day replace the exhausted avantgarde (I go back and forth from it, thus keeping fairly rested and at the same time exercised). Lamin was supposed
to help me bring up all the heavy stuff, like the massive doors but he did not... I managed myself, one more reason to kick the n...r out (no offense, I am no extremist, neither racist nor a naive
philanthropist). Now again to my ex apartment, she is back tomorrow and my kid did not want to sleep at my place. Everything worked smoothly, one never know and I forgot my metro card
though and we will have to walk now in the full moon through the beautiful lakes... nothing comes for worst.

Another beautiful day, yet this time August did not want to go out or do anything and I let him be while I did a bit of work, not really forcing anything as I feel rather mentally fed up of all these
mandatory speed readings ranging in all fields of humanities... I mean my brain can't take it, it is just soaring. I then took it easy for a time but got rather frustrated of the domestic captivation
which has so much oppressed me in the last decade. I manage to take my kid out but to no avail, he just wanted to throw snow balls at me and we did not manage to go out of the courtyard,
where beside a big rat leaves under their staircase. His mother came home, they are off for a boat trip now and I went on a crazy three hour walk, at sun set, from their place to the city over a
large and beautiful frozen lake with a most mighty temperature, a most idyllic condition the first breath of spring. I have managed many recordings, recollectings of myself as well as many dutch
painter like videos, with ice skating landscapes, really the peack of the beauty in these flat Nordic landscapes. My left knee was fine throughout but I kept a slow pace and will do so, avoiding
crazy speedy walk like with Jacek. I ought not to exaggerate in this respect, neither physically nor mentally even though the latter is required at work. Fuck laziness anyhow, I feel like a
Mussolini in this respect although I would be careful in exaggerating with action either. Back to home now, with all sorts of things to build there... my conceptual prison.

I feel much better today, had a beautiful dream with a German, Asian girl and the weather was again pleasant. My room is now a mass which will have to brought back to order with all the stuff I
have got to build an inner apartment. I have already message Lamin to look for another room to rent so that I can start building a wall to have his room, the kitchen and the bathroom all for rent
in a single unit while I will content myself of my room alone. At the university I was also very efficient, the three hours walk yesterday really did me good. The lecture on feminist methods was a
bit boring in the afternoon, at least the discussion with philosophers criticizing the first person situating of the author... I guess they miss the enlighting experience of immersing one self in
different realities. I am working now again on my doctorate plan (maybe this is why I am not so juicy now when I write) but I am getting somewhere although I have to respect the academic
framework. Now waiting for the train, out on the neon lighted platform, after a late evening section in the empty gym...

Evening and still light. Did I miss the new hour? The spring brings always deep emotions from a time past and the strange thing is that now I can relate this time past to here, as here was my
childhood. Don't know really where I will get old though. This place for me is a most functional location where to do my work, as an old time Sicilian in the industrial Milan (and yet how
Sicilian would be Milan for me leaving up here). I walk up today with a total case surrounding me and after my daily updating of my project, I have started to sort out the mass and even got as far
as removing the old door frame which the Hungarian man who lived here and died here had made arched, probably like in his village. I then installed the massive door I bought the other day and




